
Family legacy

While estate planning and financial planning may ensure you distribute assets according to your wishes and goals, 
research increasingly demonstrates that it’s family legacy planning which prepares family members to receive and 
steward an inheritance. Studies show that 90% of families will fail to successfully transfer wealth past the third 
generation due to lack of communication, unprepared beneficiaries, and lack of a common vision.* So, when planning for 
multigenerational wealth transfer, families need to consider preparing their “human” legacy—their values, stories, and 
roles that will guide future generations. 

Why focus on family legacy planning?

• Opens up the conversation about wealth transfer in a safe way.

• Supports spouses and partners in thinking through future plans as wealth transitions.

• Helps you articulate your future family vision.

• Prepares upcoming generations for future roles and responsibilities.

• Creates family meeting infrastructure to support ongoing planning and communication.

A road map for preparing your family

Family legacy planning is a journey. Depending on what activities families have previously completed, they may be at 
different places on the road map. Vanguard’s team of family legacy specialists helps assess your family’s starting point 
and supports your progress along the journey toward effective family preparedness.

*Roy Williams and Vic Preisser, 2003. Preparing Heirs: Five Steps to a Successful Transition of Family Wealth and Values. San Francisco, Ca.: Robert D. Reed Publishers, pp. 36–48.
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Features of family legacy services

Vanguard’s team of family legacy specialists offers these services to support your comprehensive planning. 

Spousal/Partner alignment

Often, both partners are involved in making financial decisions, but one partner may handle the oversight of the 
assets. If something were to happen to that person, would the remaining partner be prepared to manage the plan 
independently? In addition, we often find partners haven’t explicitly expressed their values in their wealth plan. We 
encourage dialogue that helps partners align around common values and goals, and prepares them for unexpected 
circumstances, which can and do occur. 

Family Alignment Day

In this initial family meeting, family legacy specialists help to open the conversation around wealth transfer with family 
members. Through discussion and activities, we create a safe environment for these conversations to occur. During 
this day, families may focus on agreement around core family values, a written family mission statement, 
understanding of different communication styles, and suggested next steps to continue family preparation.  

Beneficiary preparation

As a family creates their long-term vision, they should consider steps to prepare for the future. Preparation takes 
education, life experiences, and leadership transition from one generation to the next. The family legacy specialists 
help family members consider their future roles in regard to wealth management and family continuity and suggest 
activities to help them prepare.  

Investor education

It may be important for beneficiaries to understand foundational investment and wealth management principles so 
they can make sound decisions with financial assets. We partner with family members virtually or in person to 
acquaint them with this content in an engaging format that addresses their individual needs and questions.

Family story

It takes a lifetime to shape a legacy—including values, stories about struggles and success, and precious family 
traditions. It’s important to preserve that history so future generations understand where they came from, and where 
the family is headed. Through interviews and audio recordings, family legacy specialists help capture a family’s story 
on a written document to retain for generations to come.  

Family meetings

After your initial Family Alignment Day, your family should continue communicating and planning. Regular family 
meetings provide a natural mechanism for these activities. Through your relationship with Vanguard Personal Advisor 
Services®, legacy specialists help families create that infrastructure so meetings endure over time and become a 
natural part of a family’s culture.  

Call your relationship team or go to vanguard.com/legacy for more  
information on family legacy planning.  


